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Introduction to French Law
edited by E. Picard & G. Berman
French law displays many characteristics that set it apart in a world
class of its own. It can be said to proceed from a number of
independent streams that coexist despite apparent contradiction.
More than half of the 2283 articles of the famous Code Civile of 1804
remain unaltered; yet French administrative judges jealously guard
their prerogative to create their own public law. And yet again, since
the 1974 law empowering the legislature to convene the
Constitutional Council that judges the constitutionality of laws under
the 1958 Constitution, the courts’ distinction between ‘rules’ and
‘fundamental principles’ has grown steadily – a process that has been
greatly accelerated since the 2003 law authorizing the government to ‘simplify the law.’
Introduction to French Law is a very practical book that makes clear sense out of the complex results
of the complex bodies of law that govern the most important fields of law and legal practice in
France today. Seventeen chapters, each written by a distinguished French legal scholar, cover the
following field in substantive and procedural detail, with lucid explanations of French law in the
following fields:
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Constitutional Law
European Union Law
Administrative Law
Criminal Law
Property Law
Intellectual Property Law
Contract Law
Tort Liability
Family Law
Inheritance Law
Civil Procedure
Company Law
Competition Law
Labour Law
Tax Law
Private International Law

A book that is both a useful guide for practitioners and a comprehensive survey of French law (with
no sacrifice of rationale or theory), Introduction to French Law has no peers. It is sure to spend more
time in briefcases or on desks than on the shelf.
April 2008, 526 pp., hardbound
ISBN: 9789041124661
Price: EUR 190.00/ USD 251.00 / GBP 152.00
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Introduction to Greek Law 3rd revised edition
edited by Konstantinos. D. Kerameus & Phaedon John Kozyris
Now in its third edition, Introduction to Greek Law remains the sole
comprehensive summary of Greek law in a language other than
Greek. In twenty insightful chapters, written by some of the best
authorities on Greek law in Greece and in the United States, the book
provides both analysis and commentary on the various aspects of
theory and practice in contemporary Greek law, concentrating on
comparative law aspects and on differences with corresponding
concepts in the Anglo-American system and in other European
systems. The third edition covers all these areas of substantive law
and legal practice and more:
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the Greek Constitution and its relation to international law and the European Union;
structure and distribution of state powers;
effect of EC directives;
regulatory authorities and administrative action;
judicial organization;
intellectual property;
corporations and partnerships;
labor relations;
arbitration;
commercial and maritime law;
local government;
legal persons;
contracts and torts
marriage, divorce, and filiation;
succession;
bankruptcy;
choice of law and recognition and enforcement of foreign judgments;
taxation;
investment incentives; and
criminal law and procedure.

Of special value is the attention to recent revisions of civil, commercial and procedural laws,
particularly in the fields of conflict of laws, procedure, property, obligations, succession, and family
law. Bibliographies accompany each chapter, and useful appendices include comprehensive lists of
statutes, cases, and international conventions. Introduction to Greek Law has been well-received
internationally in its earlier editions, and the Third Edition, with its thorough updates, is sure to be
equally welcomed by practitioners and academics alike.
January 2008, 588 pp., hardbound
ISBN: 9789041125408
Price: EUR 160.00 / USD 211.00 / GBP 128.00
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Introduction to German Law 2nd Edition
edited by J. Zekoll & M. Reimann
It is nearly ten years since the appearance of the successful first
edition of this convenient English-language introduction to the law of
Germany. This new edition covers all the significant changes and
innovations that have occurred during that period, encompassing the
pervasive impacts of European law and of globalisation, the major
recent reform of the German Civil Code, and the greatly increased
activity of the German legislature in every area.
With fifteen lucid chapters written by academic expects in their
respective fields of law, as well as detailed bibliographies, this is the
ideal starting point for research whenever a question of German law must be answered. The authors
clearly explain the legal concepts, customs, and rules arising from such basic elements as the
following:
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characteristic problems of Germany legal unity;
principles and practices of constitutional law;
administrative law and procedure;
the German Commercial Code;
formation and conduct of corporations and partnerships;
contracts;
tort liability;
property rights;
family law;
succession and inheritance;
labor and employment;
issues of private international law;
courts and civil procedure;
the penal code and criminal procedure.

Introduction to German Law, Second Edition provides an authoritative description of all issues likely to
emerge in the course of normal application of German law in any context.
October 2005, 520 pp., hardbound
ISBN: 9789041122612
Price: EUR 135.00/ USD 173.00/ GBP 108.00
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Introduction to Polish Law
edited by Dr. Stanislaw Frankowski
During two decades encompassing three epochal events - the collapse
of European communism in 1989, NATO membership in 1999, and
accession to the European Union in 2004 - the legal system of Poland
has emerged with remarkable maturity and stability. In an exemplary
blend of its democratic heritage from the era between the World
Wars, proven effective legislation from the communist era, and the
vibrant 1997 Constitution, Polish law dramatically reflects new social,
economic and political realities.
With eleven lucid chapters written by fifteen academic experts from
the Warsaw University School of Law and Administration, each in his
or her respective field of law, this deeply informed but succinct and practical volume is the ideal
starting point for research whenever a question of Polish law arises. The authors clearly explain the
legal concepts, customs and rules surrounding such essential elements as the following:
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principles and practices of constitutional law;
administrative law and procedure;
civil procedure;
courts and special judicial bodies;
judicial review;
enforcement of foreign judgments;
family, succession and inheritance matters;
formation and conduct of corporations and partnerships;
contract formation, interpretation and termination;
environmental protection;
harmonizing Polish economic law with EU standards;
competition law and regulatory framework of market processes;
special regulation of energy, telecommunications and financial markets;
copyrights, patents, utility models and industrial designs;
licence agreements;
the labour relationship and types of employment contracts; and
criminal law and procedure.
Each chapter includes its own detailed bibliography.

English-speaking legal practitioners and academics have here an ideal introduction to the basic
institutions, principles and rules of Polish law. Encompassing all the major fields of legal practice,
Introduction to Polish Law provides an essential understanding of the Polish legal system, so that
users can become familiar with law and legal processes in Poland and pursue further research on
specific Polish legal matters. Practitioners will find it of great value for both counselling and
courtroom use.
December 2005, 448 pp., hardbound
ISBN: 9789041123312
Price: EUR 163.00/ USD 209.00/ GBP 130.00
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Introduction to Turkish Law 5th Edition
edited by Tuğrul Ansay & D. Wallace Jr.

English-speaking legal practitioners and academics have here an ideal
introduction to the basic institutions, principles, and rules of Turkish law.
Encompassing all the major fields of legal practice, Introduction to
Turkish Law provides an essential understanding of the Turkish legal
system, so that users can become familiar with law and legal processes
in Turkey and pursue further research on specific Turkish legal matters.
Eleven chapters, written by Turkish experts in their areas of specialty,
focus on particular fields and provide also the Turkish equivalents of
English terminology. The book covers the following topics:
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sources of Turkish law;
constitutional law;
administrative law;
legal persons and business associations;
family and inheritance matters;
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property;
obligations;
criminal law; and
the laws of civil and criminal procedure.

The Fifth Edition reflects the continuing adaptation of Turkish law to international standards especially in light of Turkey’s aspirations to membership in the European Union - and incorporates the
changes brought by the Civil Code of 2002. A comprehensive and updated list of books and articles
in English on Turkish law is appended.
This concise, practical, and up-to-date guide is sure to continue providing interested parties with a
speedy and reliable opening to many areas of Turkish law they need to learn about.
December 2004, 260 pp., hardbound
ISBN: 9789041123169
Price: EUR 185.00 / USD 245.00 / GBP 148.00

Our series are available on standing order basis.
Simply indicate the volume number from which you
would like your order to commence. We will then
automatically send you each new volume. The
standing order ensures that your series library is
complete and that you receive each new volume
upon its publication. As a subscriber you get 20%
discount on all current and forthcoming volumes.
Forthcoming title:
Introduction to Brazilian Law
By F. Defendi & M. L. Marques
ISBN: 9789041125064

Other titles appeared in the series:
Introduction to the Law of South Africa
edited by C. G. van der Merwe &
Jacques E. du Plessis
July 2004, 584 pp., hardbound
ISBN: 9789041122827
Price: EUR 219.00 / USD 290.00 / GBP 175.00
Introduction to Italian Law
edited by Jeffrey S. Lena & Ugo Mattei
February 2002, 514 pp., hardbound
ISBN: 9789041117076
Price: EUR 160.00 / USD 211.00/ GBP 128.00
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Introduction to Swiss Law 3rd edition
edited by François Dessemontet & Tuğrul Ansay

This handy volume offers practitioners and students an introduction to
the law of Switzerland. Encompassing all the major fields of legal
practice, Introduction to Swiss Law provides an essential understanding
of Swiss legal system, with special emphasis on some contemporary
issues, so that users can become familiar with the legal institutions
and pursue further research on specific Swiss legal matters.
With 18 chapters written by Swiss experts in their respective fields of
law, each gives French and German terminology and supported with
selected list of books in French and German, this is the ideal starting
point whenever a question of Swiss law must be answered. The book includes, among others, the
following topics:
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sources of Swiss law;
the federal constitution;
administrative law;
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legal persons;
family and inheritance;
property;
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contracts;
civil liability;
competition and intellectual property;

as well as the fields of corporations, banking law, taxation, labor law, private international law and
criminal law. Chapters on civil and criminal procedure include coverage of the essential elements of
evidence rules, remedies, and enforcement. A comprehensive list of books and articles on Swiss law in
English is also attached to the book.
Now in its third edition, this concise and practical guide is sure to continue providing interested
parties with a speedy and reliable opening to whatever aspect of Swiss law they need to know. It is
also of great value as a comparative source, in broader terms, on Swiss legal practice.
August 2004, 372 pp., hardbound
ISBN: 9789041122605
Price: EUR 112.00 / USD 148.00/ GBP 90.00

Introduction to the Law of the United States
2nd revised edition
edited by David S. Clark & Tuğrul Ansay
December 2001, 520 pp., hardbound
ISBN: 9789041117014
Price: EUR 157.00 / USD 208.00 / GBP 126.00
Introduction to Belgian Law
edited by Hubert Bocken & Walter de Bondt
Co-publication with Bruylant S. A. Brussels
December 2000, 500 pp., hardbound
ISBN: 9789041114563
Price: EUR 156.00 / USD 207.00 / GBP 125.00

Introduction to Hungarian Law
by Attila Harmathy & Tuğrul Ansay
November 1998, 259 pp., hardbound
ISBN: 9789041110664
Price: EUR 185.00 / USD 244.00 / GBP 148.00
Introduction to the Law of Israel
edited by Amos Shapira & Keren C. DeWitt-Arar
August 1995, 456 pp., hardbound
ISBN: 9789065448354
Price: EUR 204.00 / USD 270.00 / GBP 163.00
For more information about these titles please visit
www.kluwerlaw.com
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